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Abstract
The two-machine !ow-shop sequencing problem with arbitrary release dates of jobs and the
minimum makespan criterion is considered. The problem is known to be NP-hard, and the
best-known approximation algorithms are those of Potts (Math. Oper. Res. 10 (1985) 576) with
a worst-case performance ratio of 5=3 and running time O(n3 log n), and a polynomial time
approximation scheme of Hall (Proceedings of the 36th Annual Symposium on Foundations of
Computer Science, IEEE Comput. Soc. press, Los Alamitos, 1995, pp. 82–91.) that can generate
solutions arbitrary close to the optimum but with a high-time requirement. In this paper, we
modify Potts’ algorithm so that its worst-case performance ratio is reduced to 3=2, but its running
time remains O(n3 log n). ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider the following problem. There are two machines A and B, and a set of
jobs J = {1; : : : ; n}. Each job j ∈ J consists of two successive operations OjA and OjB,
where OjA is processed Brst for aj time units on machine A, and then O
j
B is processed
for bj time units on machine B. Each job j ∈ J becomes available for processing at
its nonnegative release date rj. At any time, each machine can handle only one job
and each job can be processed on only one machine. No preemption of any operation
OjA or O
j
B is allowed, i.e., when an operation is started it must be processed until it is
completed. Therefore, a schedule of a given set of jobs is completely speciBed by the
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family S = {sjO | j ∈ J; O ∈ {A; B}} of starting times of the operations. The length of
the schedule S is
Cmax(S)
:= max
j∈J
(sjB + bj):
The objective is to Bnd a minimum-length schedule, i.e., schedule Sopt such that
Cmax(Sopt) = min
S
Cmax(S):
Let C∗=Cmax(Sopt). Using the problem classiBcation of Lawler et al. [5], our problem
is written as F2|rj|Cmax.
Note that it is essential for our setting that every job consists of exactly two oper-
ations. In a more general setting F∗2, there may be missing operations so that some
jobs j consist of a single operation: either OjA or O
j
B. In the second case, we can start
the operation OjB at time rj, without waiting for machine A to complete any operation
of another job that starts before time rj but Bnishes after time rj. This is impossible in
the classical two-machine !ow-shop setting, since even if aj = 0, Brst we have to put
the job on machine A (“to register”) when A becomes vacant, and only after this can
operation OjB be placed to the end of the queue of operations waiting for machine B.
Thus, all operations in problem F2 are considered as having strictly positive processing
time (although processing times can be arbitrary close to zero, which we express by
using a zero).
The diOerence between problems F2|rj|Cmax and F∗2|rj|Cmax can be illustrated as
follows. Let n = 2, and suppose that the Brst job consists of operations {O1A; O1B},
while the second one consists of a single operation O2B; a1 = 1; b1 = 1=2; r1 = 0; b2 =
1=2; r2 = 1=2. When assuming that job 2 has an operation O2A of zero processing time
(which means that we consider problem F2|rj|Cmax), we obtain C∗ = 2, whereas the
optimal makespan for problem F∗2|rj|Cmax is equal to C′ = 3=2. Hence, the ratio of
the optima of these two problems can be as large as C∗=C′ = 4=3. (The authors are
unaware as to whether this value is the largest that can be achieved.) A similar problem
F∗2|no wait|Cmax with missing operations is considered in [1]. However, we henceforth
restrict our attention to problem F2|rj|Cmax.
In the special case when all rj are equal, the well-known algorithm of Johnson [3]
solves the problem in O(n log n) time. In the general case when the release dates may
be diOerent, the problem is shown by Lenstra et al. [6] to be NP-hard in the strong
sense. Therefore, the design and worst-case analysis of polynomial-time approximation
algorithms (heuristics) are of interest. To evaluate the performance of an approximation
algorithm H , we use the worst-case ratio, which is deBned as the minimum constant
 such that, for any instance of the problem, the length of the schedule SH constructed
by algorithm H satisBes the relation Cmax(SH )=C∗6.
Four heuristics are described by Potts [7]. He shows that for three of them, the
worst-case ratio is 2, and each has a running time of O(n log n). The fourth heuristic,
which is based on the iterative use of the third one, has a better worst-case ratio of 5=3,
and a time requirement of O(n3 log n). Additionally, a polynomial time approximation
scheme (PTAS) is designed by Hall [2], i.e., a family of algorithms that, given an
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Fig. 1. Graph G .
arbitrary small but 7xed , Bnds a schedule in polynomial time and has a worst-case
ratio of at most 1 + . To Bnd such a schedule, it suQces to solve several times a
linear program with O(n) variables. (The “several” may be quite large, yet bounded
for Bxed m and .) This can be done, for instance, by applying Karmarkar’s algorithm
[4].
In this paper, we describe an approximation algorithm based on the fourth heuristic
of Potts [7]. It has the same time requirement of O(n3 log n), and has a worst-case
performance ratio of 3/2.
2. Basic notions and notation
Let s(O; S) denote the starting time of operation O in schedule S. We also write
s(j; S) instead of s(OjA; S) (thereby denoting the starting time of job j), and write for
short C(S) instead of Cmax(S).
It is well known that there exists an optimal solution that is a permutation schedule in
which the same job order is used on both machines. Hence, for any given permutation
of jobs , the order for processing the operations can be speciBed by a graph G
depicted in Fig. 1.
The nodes of the graph correspond to the operations, while the arcs specify prece-
dence constraints for processing the operations. Each node has a weight which is the
processing time of the corresponding operation. The release date of job j can be in-
terpreted as the processing of a preparation operation OjP of length rj which precedes
operation OjA. Preparation operations require no machines, and can be processed inde-
pendently of the operations of diOerent jobs. The total weight of nodes belonging to
a path in G is the length of the path. In our case, the length of the path is equal
to the total processing time of operations belonging to the path. We assume that all
operations are started as early as possible, so that the length of the longest or critical
path in G is equal to the length of the schedule deBned by permutation .
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Due to the speciBc form of our graph G, (Fig. 1), the length C(S) of the earliest
start time schedule S speciBed by graph G can be written as
C(S) = r(u) +
v∑
i=u
a(i) +
n∑
i=v
b(i) (1)
for some u and v (16u6v6n). There may be several critical paths in the graph.
To avoid indeterminacy in Eq. (1), we assume that u and v are the minimum indices
for which (1) holds. It is clear that job (u) starts processing in schedule S at its
release date r(u), and that the completion time of operation O
(v)
A coincides with the
starting time of operation O(v)B . We refer to job (v) as a transition job in schedule
S, since the critical path passes via the operations of this job from machine A to B.
Furthermore, the time r(u) is either equal to zero, or machine A is idle immediately
before this time (which is a consequence of u being as small as possible). Hence, if
the job permutation  is constructed by a greedy-type algorithm for which any machine
can be idle only if there are no jobs available for processing on it, then we have the
property that every job (j), for j¿u, is released no earlier than time r(u). This allows
us to derive the following lower bounds on the minimum schedule length C∗, provided
that permutation  is constructed by a greedy-type algorithm:
C∗¿r(u) +
n∑
i=u
a(i); (2)
C∗¿r(u) +
n∑
i=u
b(i): (3)
Following Potts [7], we deBne four sets of jobs for a given permutation :
J1 = {(i) | u6i6v; a(i)6b(i)}; (4)
J2 = {(i) | u6i6v; a(i)¿b(i)}; (5)
J3 = {(i) | v6i6n; a(i)6b(i)}; (6)
J4 = {(i) | v6i6n; a(i)¿b(i)}; (7)
and also the sets J ′i = Ji \ {(v)} for i = 1; : : : ; 4, and J = J1 ∪ J2 ∪ J3 ∪ J4: Also, let
Ai =
∑
j∈Ji aj, Bi =
∑
j∈Ji bj, A
′
i =
∑
j∈J ′i aj, and B
′
i =
∑
j∈J ′i bj, for i = 1; : : : ; 4. This
enables us to express (1)–(3) in the following simpler form:
C(S) = r(u) + A1 + A2 + B3 + B4; (8)
C∗¿r(u) + A1 + A2 + A′3 + A
′
4; (9)
C∗¿r(u) + B′1 + B
′
2 + B3 + B4: (10)
In our subsequent analysis, as a lower bound for the optimum C∗, we commonly
use the length of some path in the graph G∗ that speciBes an optimal schedule S∗ .
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Since we know neither the optimal job permutation ∗, nor the graph G∗ , the path is
described by a set of jobs J ′ and a transition job j′, where j′ ∈ J ′. This means that
the path in the graph deBning the schedule Sopt begins with a preparation operation
Oj
′′
P of weight rj′′ =minj∈J ′ rj, contains operations O
j′
A ; O
j′
B of job j
′ (the path passes
through job j′ from machine A to machine B) and contains one operation per job for
the remaining jobs in J ′.
3. Three simple heuristics and their properties
In this section, we describe three heuristics and state some of their properties. First,
heuristic R sequences the jobs in nondecreasing order of release dates (r16r26 · · ·6rn),
after which the earliest start time schedule (for this job permutation) is constructed.
Second, heuristic J sequences the jobs according to Johnson’s rule, i.e., the jobs
with aj6bj, which we call A-small jobs, are sequenced Brst in nondecreasing order of
aj, and then the remaining B-small jobs are sequenced in nonincreasing order of bj.
In the case that all jobs have equal release dates, this rule, as we know from Johnson
[3], deBnes an optimal job sequence. For the problem we consider, Potts [7] shows
that heuristic J has a (tight) worst-case ratio of 2.
Third, heuristic RJ combines ideas of heuristics R and J : whenever machine A
becomes available and we have to choose a job for processing on it from among the
set of released but still not started jobs, we choose it according to Johnson’s rule, i.e.,
• any A-small job has a higher priority (i.e., should be processed earlier) than any
B-small one;
• among two A-small jobs, the one whose A-operation is shorter has a higher priority;
• among two B-small jobs, the one whose B-operation is longer has a higher priority;
• among two operations with equal priority, the job with a smaller index has a higher
priority.
Therefore, every subset of jobs contains a job of the highest priority. Despite the attempt
of combining the two ideas of heuristics R and J , Potts [7] shows that heuristic RJ
has the same worst-case ratio of 2.
Observe that heuristics R and RJ are greedy (and therefore, the job permutations
 computed by these heuristics satisfy bounds (2) and (3), as well as (9) and (10)),
whereas heuristic J does not have this property.
4. Heuristic RJ ′
The following lemma is proved by Potts [7].
Lemma 1 (Potts [7]). Suppose that for a given instance of the problem; an earliest
schedule S is constructed by algorithm RJ; and the sets Ji; for i=1; : : : ; 4 are de7ned
according to (4)–(7). Whenever J2 = ∅ or J3 = ∅ holds; then C(S)=C∗63=2.
Lemma 1 easily follows from (8)–(10), and the inequality C∗¿a(v) + b(v).
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The fourth heuristic described by Potts [7], which is called heuristic RJ ′, works
under the assumption that the schedule S constructed by heuristic RJ does not meet
conditions of Lemma 1. Heuristic RJ ′ consists of a sequence of iterations. At each
iteration except the Brst, we start by redeBning (in fact, enlarging) the release date of
one job (called a changeover job), and then reapply heuristic RJ . The Brst iteration
simply applies heuristic RJ to the original problem. We now describe in more detail
how the changeover job is chosen and how we modify its release date.
If, at some iteration after applying heuristic RJ , the schedule S constructed satisBes
the conditions of Lemma 1 (i.e., J2 = ∅ or J3 = ∅), then heuristic RJ ′ terminates.
Otherwise (i.e., when J2 
= ∅ and J3 
= ∅), the next iteration should be performed, and
the job (t) ∈ J2 that is sequenced last in schedule S is chosen as the changeover
job. Its release date r(t) is reset using
r(t):=min
i∈J3
{ri + ai} (11)
and heuristic RJ ′ then constructs another schedule by reapplying heuristic RJ .
The best schedule among those generated at the various iterations of heuristic RJ ′
is output. This completes the speciBcation of heuristic RJ ′.
Observe that, at each iteration preceding some iteration I at which job (t) is chosen
as the changeover job, every job i ∈ J3 satisBes the relation
r(t)¡ri (12)
(otherwise, due to the priority rules of heuristic RJ , A-small jobs from J3 could not be
sequenced in schedule S after the B-small job (t)). But after iteration I , as a result
of redeBning (11), at least one job i ∈ J3 satisBes the reverse inequality
r(t)¿ri: (13)
Since release dates ri can be changed only for B-small jobs and can only be enlarged,
inequality (13), once attained for some B-small job (t) and for some A-small job
i, can never be violated in subsequent iterations of the algorithm. This implies that
after at most n2=4 iterations one of the sets J2 or J3 becomes empty and heuristic RJ ′
terminates.
In the next section, we propose heuristic MRJ ′ which is a modiBcation of heuristic
RJ ′.
5. Heuristic MRJ ′
Let jb be a B-small job with a highest Johnson’s priority, and let jl be an A-small
job with the lowest priority. By the deBnition of priority, we have
• bjb¿bj for every B-small job j,
• ajl¿aj for every A-small job j.
An A-small job jM is called a monster if
ajM ¿
n∑
j=1
aj=2:
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of heuristic MRJ ′.
If a job-monster exists for a given instance of the problem, it has to coincide with job
jl, i.e., it is the A-small job with the lowest priority.
A schematic representation of the heuristic MRJ ′ is presented by the network G
shown in Fig. 2. Observe that G is a tree which has a special structure.
The nodes of G correspond to iterations of heuristic MRJ ′ that require the application
of heuristic RJ , and the arcs specify the order in which the iterations are performed.
Furthermore, at each iteration except the Brst, before constructing a recurrent schedule
by heuristic RJ , the release date of one changeover job is reset; the index associated
with an arc entering a node in G denotes the job whose release date is increased from
the previous iteration.
The tree contains the basic (horizontal) chain of iterations which exactly coincides
with the chain of iterations of heuristic RJ ′. Furthermore, some nodes of the basic
chain, which we call branching iterations, have lateral branches which specify that
lateral iterations are to be executed. We will distinguish between branching iterations
at a B-small job (BIB) and branching iterations at a monster (BIM). SpeciBcally, a
node=iteration of the basic chain is a BIB if
• in the schedule S constructed at this iteration, the transition job (v) is B-small and
coincides with job jb;
• the set J ′2 is not empty;
• the set J3 is not empty.
A node=iteration of the basic chain is a BIM if:
• the transition job (v) is A-small and coincides with the job-monster jM ;
• the set J ′3 is not empty;
• the iteration is not the last iteration of the basic chain.
There are no other branching iterations in tree G except BIB and BIM.
Lateral branching at each BIB is performed as follows. Find the job (p) that is
completed last in schedule S among the jobs in J ′2. For every job i ∈ J3, we deBne
a lateral iteration leaving the current iteration I , with the changeover job (p): the
release date is reset using
r(p):=ri + ai:
Lateral branching at each BIM is performed in a similar way, the only diOerence being
that every job i ∈ J ′3 deBnes a lateral iteration at which the release date r(v) = rjM is
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redeBned:
rjM :=ri + ai:
The best schedule among those generated at the various iterations of heuristic MRJ ′ is
output. This completes the speciBcation of heuristic MRJ ′.
6. Running time of heuristic MRJ ′
To evaluate the time complexity of heuristic MRJ ′, we derive an upper bound on
the number of iterations of the algorithm. First, we establish that the number of BIBs
in the tree G is O(n). Indeed, at the iteration of the basic chain succeeding an arbitrary
BIB, as a result of redeBning the release date r(t), inequality (12) is replaced by (13)
for job (t) = jb and for at least one A-small job i. Thus, the number of BIBs is not
greater than the number of A-small jobs.
We now establish a similar bound on the number of BIMs. To that end, we ensure
that after each BIM-iteration, the iteration of the basic chain succeeding the BIM
replaces inequality (12) by (13) for some B-small job (t) and the A-small job i= jM .
Indeed, if the minimum in (11) is achieved for job i = jM , then as a result of setting
(11) we obtain (13) for i = jM . Alternatively, if the minimum is achieved for some
job i ∈ J ′3, then after setting (11) the inequality r(t)¿rjM follows from inequalities
r(t)¿ri ¿ s(jM ; S)¿rjM , which are obtained from the fact that any job i ∈ J ′3 has
higher priority than jM but is sequenced later in schedule S than jM . Therefore, the
number of BIMs is not greater than the number of B-small jobs in a given instance.
(Note that there are no such BIMs if the set of jobs that is input does not contain a
monster.)
The total number of BIBs and BIMs is not greater than n. Since the number of
lateral iterations at each BIB is at most |J3|, while that at each BIM is at most |J3|−1,
the total number of lateral iterations is at most O(n2). Since the number of iterations
of the basic chain is also bounded by O(n2), there are O(n2) iterations overall, each
of which requires O(n log n) time. Therefore, the overall time complexity of heuristic
MRJ ′ is O(n3 log n).
7. Worst-case performance of heuristic MRJ ′
In this section, we prove that at least one of O(n2) schedules S generated at the
iterations of heuristic MRJ ′ satisBes the bound
C(S)=C∗63=2: (14)
It is clear that the increasing of release dates at the iterations of heuristic MRJ ′ leads,
in general, to increasing the optimal makespan of the problem. If, however, the optimal
makespan remained unchanged after all the iterations of the basic chain are performed,
then the schedule S, generated at the last iteration of the basic chain (and hence,
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satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1), may be taken as the desired one. It follows
from Lemma 1 that (14) holds for S = S in this case.
Now, suppose that the increasing of release dates at the iterations of the basic chain
results in an increase of the optimum. Let I be the last iteration of the basic chain for
which the optimal makespan is still equal to C∗, the optimal makespan of the input
instance. (Such an iteration I exists, because at the Brst iteration the release dates rj,
and hence the optimal makespan, remain unchanged.) It is also clear that I is not the
last iteration of the basic chain. Let us derive lower bounds on the optimum using the
fact that redeBning the release date r(t) at the iteration of the basic chain succeeding
I leads to an increase of the optimal makespan.
Let S be the schedule generated at the iteration I . It was observed in [7] that in any
optimal schedule, job (t) is sequenced before all jobs in J3. Indeed, let us suppose
the contrary, i.e., that in some optimal schedule Sopt job (t) is sequenced after a job
i ∈ J3. Then job (t) is started after time ri + ai. Therefore, setting r(t) using (11)
maintains the feasibility of schedule Sopt, so the optimal makespan does not change,
which is a contradiction.
Consider an arbitrary optimal schedule Sopt and a path in the corresponding graph
containing operations of all jobs in J (i.e., the jobs released after the time r(u)), with
the transition job (t). In this path, all jobs in J3 are represented by their B-operations,
because they are sequenced after job (t). Hence, these jobs contribute to the length of
the path, the length B3, in total. Since every job in J ′1; (J
′
2 ∪ J4) \ {(t)} is represented
in the path by some operation, all jobs from this set contribute to the length of the
path at least A′1 + B
′
2 − b(t) + B4. Thus, we obtain the bound
C∗¿r(u) + a(t) + B3 + A′1 + B
′
2 + B4: (15)
(Returning to the comparison of problems F2 and F∗2 in the introduction, we note
that the latter bound does not hold for the optimal makespan of problem F∗2.)
Another bound on the optimum will be derived for the set of jobs J ′ that arrive after
time s((t); S). Let RJ 1 and Jˆ 1 stand for the subsets of jobs in J ′1 sequenced in the
schedule S before and after job (t), respectively. Then J ′⊃ Jˆ 1 ∪ J3. Let (w) be the
job in J3 sequenced in Sopt before other jobs in J3. We now form a lower bound on
the optimal makespan C∗ by considering the length of the path that passes through all
jobs in J ′ with (w) as the transition job. In this path, all jobs in J3 are represented by
their B-operations, while every job in Jˆ 1 is represented by some operation, contributing
an amount to the length of the path at least as much as the length of its A-operation
(since Jˆ 1 consists of A-small jobs). Therefore,
C∗¿ s((t); S) + Aˆ1 + a(w) + B3
¿ r(u) + RA1 + A2 − a(t) + Aˆ1 + a(w) + B3
¿ r(u) + A′1 + A2 − a(t) + a(w) + B3: (16)
The subsequent analysis branches into two cases depending on the nature (B-small or
A-small) of the transition job (v) in schedule S.
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Case 1: a(v)¿b(v), i.e., (v) ∈ J2 and (v) ∈ J4. In this case, we have (t)=(v)
and J ′1 = J1. Hence, relations (15) and (16) can be transformed to
C∗¿r(u) + a(v) + A1 + B3 + B4 + B′2; (17)
C∗¿r(u) + A1 + A′2 + B3: (18)
Adding (9), (17) and (18) and using (8), we obtain
3C∗¿ 3r(u) + 3A1 + (A2 + a(v) + A′2) + 2B3 + (A
′
4 + B4) + A
′
3 + B
′
2
¿ 3r(u) + 3A1 + 2A2 + 2B3 + (2B4 − b(v)) + A3 + B′2
= 2C(S) + (r(u) + B′2 + A1 + A3 − b(v)): (19)
Therefore, if b(v)6r(u) + B′2 + A1 + A3, then by (19) we obtain the desired bound
(14) for S = S. Let us further assume that
b(v)¿r(u) + B′2 + A1 + A3: (20)
It follows from (20) that job (v) has a higher priority than any job in J ′2. Furthermore,
for any B-small job j ∈ J \ J, it follows from (20) that b(v)¿r(u)¿aj ¿bj: This
implies that job (v) has a higher priority than job j. Finally, consider the set J ′4
containing the remaining B-small jobs. Suppose that there exists a job j in J ′4 that
has a higher priority than job (v) (implying bj¿b(v)). Then rj ¿ s∗∗
:= s((v); S).
Hence,
C∗¿s∗∗ + B3 + bj¿r(u) + A1 + A′2 + B3 + b(v):
Adding this bound to (9) and (17), we obtain
3C∗ ¿ 3r(u) + 3A1 + (A2 + A′2 + a(v)) + 2B3 + (B4 + A
′
4 + b(v)) + A
′
3 + B
′
2
= (2r(u) + 2A1 + 2A2 + 2B3 + 2B4)
+ (r(u) + A1 + A′4 − B′4 + A′3 + B′2)¿2C(S):
(We use the symbol to denote the fact that in the current case, a schedule S is
generated with makespan that is no more than (3=2)C∗.)
We will further assume that job (v) has a higher priority than any job in J ′4. Thus,
job (v) is a B-small job with the highest priority, i.e., (v) = jb.
If J ′2 = ∅, then A2 = a(v), and using (17) and (8), we obtain C∗¿C(S), which
means that schedule S is optimal. Therefore, we also assume that J ′2 
= ∅. Since I is
not the last operation of the basic chain, J3 
= ∅. Therefore, iteration I is BIB.
Let (p) be the job sequenced last in schedule S among jobs in J ′2; let RJ 5 and Jˆ 5
be the subsets of jobs from J1 sequenced before and after job (p) in schedule S.
Let s∗ := s((p); S). Since job (v) has higher priority than job (p), but (v) is
sequenced after (p) in schedule S, we conclude that
r(v)¿s∗ = r(u) + A′2 − a(p) + RA5: (21)
Let J ∗ be the set of jobs from J arriving after time s∗. It is clear that Jˆ 5⊂ J ∗; J3⊂ J ∗
and (v) ∈ J ∗. Let us derive a lower bound on the optimal makespan C∗ by considering
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the length of the path that passes through all jobs in J ∗ with (v) as the transition job.
The jobs from J3 are represented in the path by their B-operations, while each job in
Jˆ 5 is represented by some operation, contributing an amount to the length of the path
at least as much as the length of its A-operation. This combined with (21) implies
C∗ ¿s∗ + a(v) + b(v) + B3 + Aˆ5
= r(u) + A1 + A′2 − a(p) + a(v) + b(v) + B3: (22)
First, suppose that in some optimal schedule job (p) precedes job (v). Then, a lower
bound on the optimal makespan C∗ by considering the length of the path that passes
through all jobs in J with (v) as the transition job is
C∗¿r(u) + a(p) + a(v) + b(v) + B3 + A1 + B′4; (23)
where jobs from J1 and J ′4 are again represented by their smaller operations. Adding
(22), (23), and (9), we obtain
3C∗¿(3r(u) + 3A1 + 2A2 + 2B3 + 2B4) + A′3 + a(v)¿2C(S):
Now suppose that in some optimal schedule job (p) succeeds job (v), but precedes
any job in J3. A lower bound on the optimal makespan C∗ by considering the length
of the path that passes through all jobs in J ∗ with (p) as the transition job is
C∗¿ s∗ + a(v) + a(p) + b(p) + B3 + Aˆ5
= r(u) + A1 + A2 + b(p) + B3: (24)
Adding (9), (17), and (24) yields
3C∗¿ 3r(u) + 3A1 + 2A2 + 2B3 + (A′4 + a(v) + B4) + A
′
3 + B
′
2 + b(p)
¿ 2C(S):
Finally, let us consider the case that the subset of jobs in J3 preceding job (p) in
the optimal schedule Sopt is not empty. (We denote this set as RJ 3.) Let % be the job
in RJ 3 for which r% + a% =maxi∈ RJ 3 (ri + ai). Consider the lateral branch I˜ of iteration I
that corresponds to setting
r˜(p):=r% + a%: (25)
Such a setting has two useful properties. First, it does not increase the optimum (since
job (p) starts in the optimal schedule Sopt after time r˜(p)). Second, in S˜, where we
deBne S˜= S˜ as the schedule that is generated at the iteration I˜ , job (p) is processed
after jobs from J1 and RJ 3. This implies that all A-small jobs that are sequenced after
job (p) in schedule S˜, are also sequenced after this job in the optimal schedule Sopt.
This enables us to obtain lower bounds on the optimal makespan.
Furthermore, using setting (25), we derive the bound
r˜(p)¿r% ¿ s∗∗ = r(u) + A1 + A′2: (26)
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Remark 2. Since the release date of job (p) is only increased at iteration I˜ , the
schedules S and S˜ coincide until time s∗ = s((p); S). (More precisely, ˜(i) = (i)
for i = 1; : : : ; p− 1.)
Consider the case r˜(u˜)¡r(u).
Since machine A has no idle time in the time interval [r˜(u˜); s(O
˜(v˜)
B ; S˜)] (in the “left
part” of the critical path in schedule S˜), whereas A is idle in schedule S˜ (as well
as in schedule S, due to Remark 2) immediately before time r(u), we deduce that
s(O˜(v˜)B ; S˜)¡r(u). Hence,
C(S˜)6s(O˜(v˜)B ; S˜) + B˜ ¡ r(u) + C
∗;
i.e., C∗¿C(S˜)− r(u). Adding this bound to (9) and (17), we obtain
3C∗¿C(S˜) + C(S) + A3 + A′4 + a(v) + A1 + B
′
2;
from which we deduce the desired bound.
We further assume that r˜(u˜)¿r(u). This implies the relation J˜⊆ J, which is impor-
tant for the subsequent analysis. This relation means that the critical path in schedule
S˜ contains no new jobs, which would not belong to the critical path in schedule S. In
particular, we have J˜ 1 ∪ J˜ 3⊂ J1 ∪ J3 and J˜ 2 ∪ J˜ 4⊂ J2 ∪ J4.
Case 1.1: (p) 
∈ J˜ ′4. In this case, all jobs in J˜ 3 are sequenced after job (p) in
schedule S˜, and therefore, in schedule Sopt, as well. This observation, together with
(26), implies
C∗¿r˜(p) + a(p) + b(p) + B˜3¿r(u) + A1 + A′2 + a(p) + b(p) + B˜3: (27)
DeBne
x =
{
b˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) is a B-small job;
0 otherwise:
Then
C(S˜) = r˜(u˜) + A˜1 + A˜2 + B˜3 + B˜
′
4 + x6r˜(u˜) + A˜ + B˜3 + x
6C∗ + B˜3 + b(v):
Hence,
C∗¿C(S˜)− B˜3 − b(v): (28)
Adding (27), (28), (9), (22), and twice (17), we obtain
6C∗¿C(S˜)− B˜3 − b(v) + 5r(u) + 5A1 + 3A2 + 3B3 + 3B4
+ a(p) + b(p) + B˜3 + A3 + a(v) + B′2 − a(p)¿C(S˜) + 3C(S):
Case 1.2: (p) ∈ J˜ ′4.
Case 1.2.1: J˜ 2 contains no jobs from J4. Let J ′′2 = J2 \ {(v); (p)}. Since we also
have (p) 
∈ J˜ 2, this implies that J˜ 2⊂ J ′′2 and J˜ 1⊂ J1 ∪ J3. Therefore,
C(S˜) = r˜(u˜) + A˜1 + A˜2 + B˜3 + B˜46C∗ + A˜1 + A˜26C∗ + A1 + A3 + A′′2 :
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Adding the above lower bound on the optimal makespan to (17), (18), (22), and twice
(9), we obtain
6C∗ ¿C(S˜)− A1 − A3 − A′′2 + 5r(u) + 5A1 + 4A2 + 3B3 + 3B4 + 2A3
− b(v) − a(p)¿C(S˜) + 3C(S):
Case 1.2.2:
J˜ 2 ∩ J4 
= ∅: (29)
Since all jobs in J4 are scheduled in S˜ after time s∗, and hence, after all jobs in J ′′2 ,
this observation, together with (29), implies that
J˜ 4 ∩ J ′′2 = ∅: (30)
Let us denote Jˆ = J˜ 2 \ {(v)}. If J˜ 2 = ∅, then it follows from Lemma 1 that the
worst-case ratio of schedule S˜ is not greater than 3=2. If J˜ 2 = {(v)}, then
C(S˜) = r˜(u˜) + A˜
′
1 + a(v) + B˜3 + B˜4 + x;
where
x =
{
a˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) ∈ J˜ 1;
0 otherwise; i:e:; when ˜(v˜) = (v):
In any case, x6A1 + A3. Hence,
C(S˜)6r˜(u˜) + B˜ + a(v) + A1 + A36C∗ + a(v) + A1 + A3:
Adding this bound with (9) and (17), we obtain
3C∗¿C(S˜) + C(S) + A′4 + B
′
2:
Therefore, in the case Jˆ =∅, we obtain the desired bound (14). Thus, we now consider
the case Jˆ 
= ∅. Let q be the job in Jˆ that is sequenced last in schedule S˜. We show
that Jˆ ∩ J ′4 
= ∅. Indeed, if this is not the case, then (29) implies that J˜ 2 ∩ J4 = {(v)}
and Jˆ ⊂ J ′′2 ; q ∈ J ′′2 . In this case, job q completes before time s∗, whereas job (v)
starts strictly after time s∗, and no other B-small job is scheduled between jobs q and
(v). At the same time, no A-small job from Jˆ 5 ∪ J3 can start at time s∗, since these
jobs are all released after that time. Therefore, machine A becomes idle immediately
after time s∗ between jobs q and (v), which contradicts the condition of uninterrupted
processing by machine A in the left part of the critical path in schedule S˜. This implies
that Jˆ ∩ J ′4 
= ∅, and
q ∈ J ′4: (31)
Let J˜ 5 be the set of A-small jobs sequenced in S˜ after job q. It is clear that in schedule
Sopt, jobs from J˜ 5 are also scheduled after time s˜, where we deBne s˜= s(q; S˜). Next, if
job (v) is sequenced in S˜ after job q, then r(v)¿s˜ and r˜(p)¿r(v)¿s˜. In this case,
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jobs (v) and (p) are scheduled after time s˜ both in schedule S˜, and in schedule Sopt.
Let us deBne a variable y, where
y =
{
1 if job (v) is sequenced after job q in schedule S˜ ;
0 otherwise:
Then we have
C∗¿s˜+ B˜5 + (b(v) + b(p))y; (32)
C(S˜)6s˜+ B˜5 + A′4 + b(p) + a(v)y + x: (33)
In bound (33), all B-small jobs scheduled in S˜ after time s˜ (except jobs (v) and
(p)), are represented by their A-operations (due to (30) and (31), their total length is
not greater than A′4), all A-small jobs are represented by their B-operations, job (p)
is represented by its B-operation (since (p) ∈ J˜ ′4), and
x =


b(v) if ˜(v˜) = (v);
b˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) ∈ J ′4;
a˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) ∈ Jˆ 5 ∪ J3:
In any case, we have x6b(v), since (v) is a B-small job of the highest priority and
since (20) implies that b(v)¿A1 + A3. From (32) and (33), we obtain
C∗¿C(S˜) + (b(v) + b(p))y − A′4 − b(p) − a(v)y − b(v):
Adding this bound with (9) and (17), we obtain
3C∗¿C(S˜) + r(u) + A1 + A2 + B3 + B4 + (a(v) − b(v))− (a(v) − b(v))y
+(B′2 − b(p)) + b(p)y + A1 + A3¿C(S˜) + C(S):
Case 2: a(v)6b(v), i.e., (v) ∈ J1 and (v) ∈ J3. Adding (9), (15), and (16) yields
3C∗¿(2r(u) + 2A1 + 2A2 + 2B3 + 2B4) + (r(u) + A′1 + A
′
3 + B2 + a(w) − a(v)):
In the case a(v)6r(u) +A′1 +A
′
3 + a(w), we obtain the desired bound (14) for S = S
from the last inequality. We therefore assume that the inequality
a(v)¿r(u) + A′1 + A
′
3 + a(w); (34)
holds. It Brst follows from (34) that (v) 
= (w) (i.e., job (v) is not sequenced Brst
among jobs in J3 in schedule Sopt, and hence, J ′3 
= ∅), and second, that job (v) is
the monster deBned above. Therefore, the iteration I under consideration is BIM.
Since job (v) is the A-small job of the lowest priority, this implies that all jobs
in J ′3 are released after time s
∗∗ = s((v); S). Furthermore, job (v) is sequenced in
schedule Sopt after job (w) ∈ J ′3, and hence, is scheduled after time s∗∗. This yields
C∗¿s∗∗ + B3¿r(u) + A′1 + A2 + B3: (35)
Let J7 be the set of jobs in J ′3 sequenced before job (v) in schedule Sopt. (We know
that J7 
= ∅.) Let ) be the job in J7 that provides the maximum to maxi∈J7 (ri + ai).
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Consider the lateral branch I˜ of iteration I corresponding to the setting
r(v):=r) + a): (36)
The value of r(v) at the iteration I˜ is denoted by r˜(v). In a way similar to that in case
1 that uses setting (25), we ensure that setting (36) does not increase the optimum, and
that in schedule S˜ generated at iteration I˜ , the only A-small jobs that are sequenced
after job (v) are those that are sequenced after it in the optimal schedule Sopt.
Using setting (36) and the fact that job ) has a higher priority than job (v) = jM ,
we obtain
r˜(v)¿r) ¿ s∗∗ = r(u) + A′1 + A2: (37)
Remark 3. Schedules S and S˜ coincide until time s∗∗.
As in case 1, we derive the relations r˜(u˜)¿r(u); J˜⊆ J; J˜ 1 ∪ J˜ 3⊆ J1 ∪ J3, and
J˜ 2 ∪ J˜ 4⊆ J2 ∪ J4.
Case 2.1: J˜ 2 ∩ J4 = ∅. In this case, we have J˜ 2⊆ J2 and A˜26A2. Since any possible
idle-time interval on machine A between jobs from J2 and job (v) (that can occur
immediately after time s∗∗ as a result of setting (36)) can be only Blled with jobs from
J4, the left part of the critical path in schedule S˜ either does not contain jobs from J2,
or does not contain job (v). In the Brst case we obtain J˜ 2 = ∅, and due to Lemma 1,
we obtain the desired bound (14) for S = S˜ :
In the second case, we have (v) 
∈ J˜ 1 and A˜16A′1 + A′3. Consequently,
C(S˜) = r˜(u˜) + A˜1 + A˜2 + B˜3 + B˜46r˜(u˜) + B˜ + A2 + x
6C∗ + A2 + x; (38)
where
x =
{
a˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) ∈ J˜ 1;
0 otherwise:
Since x6A˜16A′1 + A
′
3, adding (38), (9), and (35), we obtain the desired bound (14)
for S = S or S = S˜.
Case 2.2:
J˜ 2 ∩ J4 
= ∅: (39)
Since it follows from Remark 3 that in S˜ all jobs from J2 and J ′1 are scheduled before
time s∗∗, while all jobs from J3 and J4 are scheduled after time s∗∗, this observation,
together with (40), implies that
J˜ 3⊆ J3: (40)
The length of schedule S˜ can be bounded as follows:
C(S˜) = r˜(u˜) + A˜1 + A˜2 + B˜
′
3 + B˜
′
4 + b˜(v˜)6r˜(u˜) + A˜ + b˜(v˜) + B˜
′
3 − A˜
′
3
6C∗ + b˜(v˜) + B˜
′
3 − A˜
′
3: (41)
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If ˜(v˜) is an A-small job, then (41) implies that
C(S˜)6C∗ + a˜(v˜) + B˜3 − A˜3: (42)
Using (41), (42), and (40), we obtain the bound
C∗¿C(S˜) + A3 − B3 − x; (43)
where
x =
{
a˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) is an A-small job;
b˜(v˜) if ˜(v˜) is a B-small job:
Adding (43), (15), and (16) yields
3C∗¿C(S˜) + C(S) + (A3 − a(v) − x + B2): (44)
If the expression in parentheses is nonnegative, then we obtain the desired bound (14)
for S = S or S = S˜. Let
A3 − a(v) + B2¡x: (45)
Case 2.2.1: ˜(v˜) is a B-small job. In this case, x= b˜(v˜), and due to (45) we obtain
that job ˜(v˜) has a higher priority than any job in J2, in particular, job (t). Hence,
˜(v˜) ∈ J4 and r˜(v˜)¿s((t); S). Obtaining a lower bound on the optimal makespan
C∗ by considering the length of the path that passes through B-operations of all jobs
in Jˆ 1 ∪ J3 ∪ {˜(v˜)} (all of these jobs are released after time s((t); S)), we obtain
C∗¿ s((t); S) + Bˆ1 + B3 + b˜(v˜)
¿ r(u) + RA1 + A2 − a(t) + Aˆ1 + B3 + x
¿ r(u) + A′1 + A2 − a(t) + B3 + x: (46)
Adding (46), (43), and (15), we obtain the desired bound (14) for S = S˜.
Case 2.2.2: ˜(v˜) is an A-small job. In this case, (40) implies that ˜(v˜) ∈ J3. But
(45) implies a˜(v˜)¿A′3. Hence, ˜(v˜)=(v): In schedules S˜ and Sopt, all jobs in J˜
′
3 are
sequenced after job (v). This, together with (37), implies that
C∗¿r˜(v) + a(v) + b(v) + B˜
′
3¿r(u) + A1 + A2 + B˜3: (47)
Adding (47), (42), and (15), we obtain the desired bound (14) for S = S˜.
Thus, in all cases at least one of the schedules S generated at an iteration of heuristic
MRJ ′ satisBes bound (14).
Theorem 4. Given an instance of the problem F2|rj|Cmax with n jobs; heuristic MRJ ′
constructs a schedule S with Cmax(S)=C∗63=2 in O(n3 log n) time. Both bounds (on
accuracy and running time) are tight for the algorithm.
Proof. In the analysis of the algorithm (in this and in the previous section), we have
already established that both the bound on the running time and the bound on the
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Table 1
The critical instance for Heuristic MRJ ′
jl i ∈ J ′l J ′b jb
aj * * 2 + 2* 1
bj 1−  2* 2 2 + *
rj 1 + 2k* + * 1− * + 2*i  0
worst-case ratio hold. It remains to present an instance certifying the tightness of both
bounds.
Let k be integer, and let =1=(2k+3) and *==k. The input set of jobs consists of a
set of A-small jobs Jl= {0; 1; : : : ; k} and a set of B-small jobs Jb= {k +1; : : : ; 2k +1};
n= 2k + 2.
Set Jl contains a special job jl=0. The remaining jobs in J ′l =Jl \{jl} are identical.
Similarly, set Jb contains a special job jb=2k+1; the remaining jobs in J ′b= Jb \ {jb}
are identical. The value of aj; bj and rj for all jobs are presented in Table 1.
For this input, heuristic MRJ ′ executes the same operations as heuristic RJ ′, since
there are no lateral iterations to perform. (The basic chain does not contain BIB, since
at each iteration, a job from the set J ′b becomes transitional.) It is easily checked that
the basic chain contains exactly k2 + 1 iterations. Therefore, the bound O(n3 log n)
on the running time is attained. The best schedule generated at the various iterations
has length 3 + *, whereas the optimal schedule (corresponding to the job permutation
(k +1; : : : ; 2k; 1; : : : ; k; 0; 2k +1)) has length C∗ =2+ 5+ *. Therefore, the worst-case
ratio of 3/2 is attained as k →∞. The theorem is now proved.
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